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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We are going to work a little bit with the influence of meteor showers. Not just something
kind of, you know, fun to watch in the sky and wish upon a falling star, but deeper into its potential
in relationship to spiritual awareness.
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Raining, lights raining at night essentially, has long been thought to be some sort of large cosmic
message or shooting stars and falling stars to bring luck or make wishes come true. Prior to that I
would say it was seen more as a sign from the heavens at a certain time of the year. It happened
to be in the Perseids currently at the time of this call but there are other ones at different times of
the year.
Essentially you use them much like some feng shui tools to sort of slice through or cut away at old
things. So you’d see them more like knives flying through the air essentially or fiery instruments
flying through the air cutting through and perhaps even parting veils.
So what I would invite you to do if you can, we have such a beautiful planetary line-up amongst
other things that will linger for the week, is to just imagine literally kind of parting that veil and
cutting through to a hidden aspect or moving through some unknown part of the self into a new
territory.
So it fits into our current theme which is expansion. Everything expands and contracts. We are
going to do an upcoming call on that as well. However knowing how to use the in breath and the
out breath with the continuous alignment of expansion and growth, personally, planetarily,
universally really, because that is what Creation is doing precisely.
So use the meteor showers as a way of seeing “ok that was a solid place and now the streak of
light has just parted the way for me.” I think you can also have some fun and wish upon a star and
do all of those lovely things as well. It should be a very fun and entertaining time.
Thank you and my love to you.
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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